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Sunnyvale, California / Budapest, Hungary – The second album by noted psybient – electronic music composer, 
forgotten future (Julius Dobos) has been released under the title forgotten future: realignment [EP]. 

Few listeners have realized that the edge of forgotten future: W1 disc lists four additional tracks not actually 

included on the album – a closer examination reveals these four extra track titles. The new EP features these 

four original tracks, as well as remixes of three ff:W1 tracks by forgotten future and electronic music artist/DJs 

Cubricon and BrokenSine are featured on the EP. 

Realignment is an auxiliary EP to the W1-W4 series. While this release isn’t yet the eagerly anticipated second 

album of the “W” series, it is an official part of the forgotten future multiverse. The 7-track album takes its place 

between the W1 and W2 albums of the concept series, completing the journey of W1 with the cutting-edge and 

spacey psybient / ambient organic electronic music that fans have come to expect from forgotten future. 

The album is downloadable in digital formats, including a standard and a 24-bit 48Khz Studio Master edition. As 

a first for Creative Shop Music, the release is offered using the Name-your-price model, allowing fans to 

download the album for the price of their choosing (which can even be free). The release date was chosen to 

commemorate two historical events: Gagarin’s “first human space flight” and NASA’s first space shuttle mission 

– both celebrating their anniversaries on April 12th. 

While electronic in its nature, the psybient music envelops the listener in an organic feel manifested by warm 
textures and and deep, open spaces sprinkled with grains of electronic tones. The ambient yet rhythmically 
exciting music features lush soundscapes, unique, cutting edge sounds and complex sonic layers, often 
monumental electronic instrumentation, dynamic song structures and haunting melodies. 

More than just musical compositions, the forgotten future concept series is not a fictional story, rather the 
expression of the composer's personal beliefs of Universal (actually, Multiversal) concepts of our existence – 
feelings and ideas communicated through music and sound design. While W1 introduces the listener to the 
framework of a belief system, which includes splinters of diverse concepts from ancient religions and modern-
day science, the realignment EP (as well as parts W2-W4 of the series) build on this framework, exploring 
original theories and the composer's personal convictions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://music.forgottenfuturemusic.com/album/realignment-ep-24-bit-studio-master
http://music.forgottenfuturemusic.com/album/realignment-ep-24-bit-studio-master


For interviews, promotional copies of the album and the music video, please contact: 
 
 
Ms. Sylvia Nory 
The Creative Shop 
Creative Shop Music 
sylvia@thecreativeshop.com 
 
 
Additional information available at: 
 
www.juliusdobos.com 
www.forgottenfuturemusic.com 
 
 
The permalink of this press release is: 
http://www.thecreativeshop.com/press_releases_
jd/Press Release - forgotten_future_realignment-
EP- released.pdf 
 
 
 
 
 

 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
About The Creative Shop 
 
An award-winning original music production company, The Creative Shop was founded in 1997 in Budapest, 
Hungary by internationally accomplished composer Julius Dobos. It encompasses the Creative Shop Music 
label, Creative Shop Publishing, an online mastering service and Studio CS, a cutting-edge electronic music 
production studio.  
 
The Creative Shop's mission is to create and publish original concept music that connects with audiences on a 
deep emotional level, advocating the philosophy of inner happiness through the appreciation of details through 
the language of music and sonic textures. 
 
Clients have included Sony Pictures, Cartoon Network, Happy Madison, The Discovery Channel, as well as 
Global Fortune 500 corporations. The Creative Shop expanded its activity to the United States in 2001 and is 
currently based in Sunnyvale, California. 
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